
Attention: Carefully review all installation instructions and diagrams before beginning the installation process. Please make special 
note that the screws provided with your new blinds are made for mounting into wood surfaces and drywall on wood installation. If 
you are mounting to masonry surfaces, metal or hollow spaces, please visit a hardware store to discuss the best options for your 
application. Depending on how you have ordered your new blinds they have been produced to your specifications whether it is: 
ceiling, inside or outside mount. Suggested items to complete your installation are:

Pencil 
Standard or ¼” nut screw driver or drill bitStandard or ¼” nut screw driver or drill bit
Level 
Drill 
Drill Bits (7/64 and 1/16)

Before Mounting the Shade
The installation brackets are supplied in pairs, one bracket supplied is used for the control side, the side with the chain and the other
is used for the idle side.

Inside/Ceiling Mount Inside/Ceiling Mount 

Review your order and determine which side your controls are located on. Determine the proper depth at which the  bracket is to be
placed ensuring there will be no obstructions once the roller is mounted. If needed, mark reference points to where the screw holes 
are located on the brackets. Mount the brackets using the screws provided or the  appropriate fasteners for your application. 

Install the shade roller onto the brackets inserting the controls end first onto the bracket protrusion. Secondly insert the idle pin into
the idle end bracket until it is fully seated in the pin hole. Please note if needed the idle pin can be retracted  during installation by
turning the toothed wheel on the idle side of the roller to allow for more space, once the shade is  in position put pin into normalturning the toothed wheel on the idle side of the roller to allow for more space, once the shade is  in position put pin into normal
position.   

To set the upper stop position, first put the shade in the desired full up position. Then place a stop bead around the chain directly 
below where the chain inserts the clutch mechanism. That applies for whether the shade is a Regular or Reverse  Roll shade, and
squeeze the stop bead closed with pliers. For Regular Roll shades, place the the stop bead on the chain  closest to the window.
For Reverse Roll shades place the stop bead on the chain nearest you. 

To set the lower stop position, first put the shade in the desired full down position (1/8" above the sill). Then place a  stop bead To set the lower stop position, first put the shade in the desired full down position (1/8" above the sill). Then place a  stop bead 
around the chain directly below where the chain enters into the clutch mechanism, and squeeze the stop bead  on the chain with pliers.

Outside Mount

Review your order and determine which side your controls are located on. Determine the proper width and height at  which the 
bracket is to be placed ensuring there will be no obstructions once the roller is mounted. If needed, mark  reference points to where
the screw holes are located on the brackets. Mount the brackets using the screws provided or the appropriate fasteners for your
application.

Install the shade roller onto the brackets inserting the controls end first onto the bracket protrusion. Secondly insert the idle pin intoInstall the shade roller onto the brackets inserting the controls end first onto the bracket protrusion. Secondly insert the idle pin into
the idle end bracket until it is fully seated in the pin hole. Please note if needed the idle pin can be retracted  during installation by
turning the toothed wheel on the idle side of the roller to allow for more space, once the shade is in  position put pin into normal
position.   

To set the upper stop position, first put the shade in the desired full up position. Then place a stop bead around the chain  directly
below where the chain inserts the clutch mechanism. That applies for whether the shade is a Regular or Reverse Roll  shade and
squeeze the stop bead closed with pliers. For Regular Roll shades, place the the stop bead on the chain closest to the  window. Forsqueeze the stop bead closed with pliers. For Regular Roll shades, place the the stop bead on the chain closest to the  window. For
Reverse Roll shades place the stop bead on the chain nearest you. To set the lower stop position, first put the shade in the desired
full down position (1/8" above the sill). Then place a stop bead around the chain directly below where the chain enters into the 
clutch mechanism, and squeeze the stop bead on the chain with pliers.
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